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1. INTRODUCTION 

Police and other investigators depend on interrogation as a 
principal means of determining facts and resolving issues. It is a 

well-accepted norm in civilized nations that for both ethical and 

pragmatic reasons no interrogator may take upon him the unilateral 

responsibility for using coercive methods. Concealing from the 

interrogator's superior intent to resort to coercion, or its 
unapproved employment, does not protect him. It rather places him 

in serious jeopardy. 

Reliance on interrogation, however, involves certain problems. A 

prominent among them are: ascertaining when a suspect or witness 
is telling the truth, evaluating memory, allowing for the physical 

and mental condition of a witness or suspect, and understanding 

the problems created by an individual's perspective. Interrogation 

methods and equipment have evolved in response to these 

problematic areas. It is true that the psychological, psychophysical, 
and physical sciences have played vital roles in police 

interrogation techniques. This eventually led to many truth-

detecting techniques. 

Before assessing the reliability of the truth detecting techniques, 
we should have basic information about coercive techniques that 
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are used by the investigators in the interrogation situation. 

Coercive procedures are designed not only to exploit the resistant's 
internal conflicts and induce him to wrestle with himself but also 

to bring a superior outside force to bear upon the subject's 

resistance. The principal coercive techniques of interrogation are: 

arrest, detention, deprivation of sensory stimuli through solitary 

confinement or similar methods, threats and fear, debility, pain, 
heightened suggestibility and hypnosis, narcosis, and induced 

regression. 

If we look at the history of police investigation, physical coercion 

[third degree practice] has been preferred to painstaking and time-

consuming inquiry in the belief that direct methods produce quick 

results. Sir James Stephens, writing in 1883, rationalizes a gristly 

example of 'third degree' practices by the police of India when he 

observed: *It is far pleasanter to sit comfortably in the shade 
rubbing red pepper, in a poor devil's eyes than to go about in the 

sun hunting up evidence.' 

2. TRUTH DRUGS 

More recently, police officials in our country are turning to drugs 
for assistance to extract confessions from accused persons. The 

police are misguided to think that narco-analysis is a boon to the 

police to make breakthroughs. This technique, as claimed by the 

police, is neither modern nor an internationally accepted one 

having its origin in the early 1920s. Drugs are supposed to relax 
the individual's defenses to the extent that he unknowingly reveals 

truths he has been trying to conceal. This investigative technique 

cannot be considered as humanitarian and as an alternative to 

physical torture, but could be dubbed as 'psychological third 

degree', raising serious questions of individual rights and liberties. 
The civilized nations abhor the use of chemical agents 'to make 

people do things against their will'. 

The use of so-called 'truth drugs' in interrogation is similar to the 

accepted psychiatric practice of narco-analysis, which is nothing 

but psychotherapy conducted while the patient is in a 'sleep-like-

state' induced by barbiturates or other drugs, especially as a means 
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of releasing repressed feelings, thoughts, or memories. Its use in 

psychiatric practice is restricted to circumstances when there is a 
compelling, immediate need for a patient's totally different 

objective. The police investigator is concerned with empirical truth 

that may be used against the suspect, and therefore almost solely 

with probative truth: the usefulness of the suspect's revelations 

depends ultimately on their acceptance in evidence by a court of 
law. The psychiatrist, on the other hand, using the same 'truth-

drugs' in diagnosis and treatment of the mentally ill, is primarily 

concerned with psychological truth or psychological reality rather 

than empirical fact. A patient's aberrations are reality for him at the 

time they occur, and an accurate account of these fantasies and 
delusions, can be the key to recovery. They cannot be considered 

as reliable recollection of past events, according to psychiatrists. 

The terminology 'truth serum' is itself a two-fold misnomer. 

Neither the drugs used in this technique are sera nor do they 
necessarily bring forth probative truth. It is the media, which 

continue to exploit the appeal of the term as it provides an 

exceedingly durable theme for the press and popular literature. The 

phrase 'truth serum' appeared first in a news report of the 

experiments conducted on prisoners in 1922 by Robert House, a 
Dallas obstetrician, in the Los Angeles Record. He himself resisted 

the term for a while but eventually came to employ it regularly 

himself. 

Scopolamine was the drug tried earlier for interrogation and 
because of a number of undesirable side effects it was disqualified 

as a 'truth drug'. Barbiturates, such as sodium amytal (anobarbital), 

Pentothal sodium (thiopental), and to a lesser extent Seconal 

(seconbarbital) are the drugs used in later years. Pentothal Sodium 

is the drug resorted to nowadays in our police interrogations. The 
life-threatening side effects of this drug are circulatory depression, 

respiratory depression with apnoea and anaphylaxis. Its adverse 

effects on CNS may produce headache, retrograde amnesia, 

emergence delirium, prolonged somnolence and recovery. 

Myocardial depression and arrhythmias may also occur. The other 
side effects are nausea, vomiting, regurgitation and gastric 

contents, rectal irritation, cramping, rectal bleeding, 
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diarrhea, hiccups, sneezing, coughing, bronchospasm, 

laryngospasm, hypersensitivity reactions, hypothermia, thrombosis 

and sloughing (with extravasations) salivation, shivering, skeletal 

muscle hyperactivity. 

The clinical and experimental studies conducted by many 
researchers have concluded that there is no such magic brew as the 

popular notion of truth serum. The barbiturates, by disrupting 

defensive patterns, may sometimes be helpful in interrogation, but 

even under the best conditions they will elicit an output 

contaminated by deception, fantasy, gabled speech, etc. A major 
vulnerability they produce in the subject is a tendency to believe he 

has revealed more than he has. Not only may the inveterate 

criminal psychopath lie under the influence of drugs which have 

been tested, but the relatively normal and well-adjusted individual 

may also successfully disguise factual data. 

Studies also point out that several patients' revealed fantasies, 

fears, and delusions approaching delirium, much of which could 

readily be distinguished from reality. But sometimes there was no 

way for the examiner to distinguish truth from fantasy except by 
reference to other sources. One subject claimed to have a child that 

did not exist, another threatened to kill on sight a stepfather who 

had been dead a year ago, and yet another confessed to 

participating in a robbery when in fact he has only purchased good 

from the participants. Testimony concerning dates and specific 
places was untrustworthy and often contradictory because of the 

patient's loss of time-sense. His veracity in citing names and events 

proved questionable. 
» 

Because of his confusion about actual events and what he thought 

or feared had happened, the patient at times managed to conceal 

the truth unintentionally. As the subject revived, he would become 

aware that he was being questioned about his secrets and 

depending upon his personality, his fear of discovery, or the degree 

of his disillusionment with the doctor, grow negativistic, hostile, or 
physically aggressive. Drugs disrupt established thought patterns, 

including the will to resist, but they do so indiscriminately and thus 

also interfere with the patterns of substantive information the 
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interrogator seeks. Even under the conditions most favorable for 

the interrogator, output will be contaminated by fantasy, distortion, 

and untruth. Because of these worldwide opinions, narco-analysis 

for interrogation has been dispensed with long back in advanced 

countries. 

3. HYPNOSIS 

Hypnosis has been another method of truth detection attempted 

earlier. Hypnosis, by definition, is a trancelike condition usually 

induced by another person, in which the subject is in a state of 

altered consciousness and responds, with certain limitation, to the 
suggestions of the hypnotist. Doctor use hypnosis in psychological 

applications to recover memories in the hope they can be used to 

treat whatever problems a patient has. But hypnosis can't recover 

the truth reliably. 

Hypnosis that attempts to retrieve the truth may actually help 

convince you of something false, say the study conducted by 

Joseph Green of Ohio State University. When the study was 

presented at the meeting of the American Psychological 

Association, proved what many doctors already believed that 
hypnosis can't help you recover 'lost' memories. In fact, it tends to 

make people more confident in false memories. 'There are no 

reliable ways to recover memory', said Michael Yapok, a clinical 

psychologist. Hypnosis is not some kind of truth detector. 

In 1970s, hundreds of police departments have hired hypnotists to 

enhance eyewitness testimony. The results showed that hypnosis 

increased the amount of information recalled, but the information 

was not always accurate. Again, in the early to mid-1990s there 

were thousands of cases clogging courts based on recovered 
memories. Eventually, it became apparent that many of these cases 

were actually of false memories created during hypnosis. The 

influence of hypnosis in producing recall in investigation is not 

reliable. Besides, hypnosis will cause irreversible psychological 

damage. Even in instances where it appears that only good has 
been obtained by submitting to hypnosis, there is always the 

possibility of some deep-lying suggestion or psychic infection, 
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introduced while the subject was in a passive state, which will 

manifest after many years, and then without revealing any obvious 

connection with the earlier experience of hypnotism. 

Another practice of interrogation is the combined use of drugs with 

hypnotic trance and post-hypnotic suggestion. It is said that 

hypnosis could presumably prevent any recollection of the drug 

experience. Whether a subject can be brought to trance against his 

will or without awareness, however, is a matter of some 
disagreement. Orne, in a survey of the potential uses of hypnosis in 

interrogation, asserts that it is doubtful, despite many apparent 

indications to the contrary, that trance can be induced in resistant 

subject. It may be possible, he adds, to hypnotize a subject 

unaware, but this would require a positive relationship with the 
hypnotist not likely to be found in the interrogation setting. 

4. POLYGRAPH TEST 

The most dramatic gains in interrogation technology have come 

through the polygraph, or so-called 'lie detector'. The polygraph 
monitors and records selected body changes that are affected by a 

person's emotional condition. The recorded changes are then 

studied, analyzed, and correlated in respect to specific questions or 

other stimuli. The first modern polygraph was constructed in 1921 

by John A. Larson, a medical student at the University of 
California, working with a member of the local police department. 

Larson's instrument was capable of continuously recording blood 

pressure, pulse, and respiration; since it recorded these conditions 

simultaneously, it was called a polygraph. A later development 

provided for the recording of the psycho-galvanic skin reflex 
(electro-dermal response), the flow of current between two 

different parts of the body. Research has continued on both the 

instrumentation and the psychological techniques necessary for its 

effective use by the police. Even though the polygraph has been 

formally and successfully used in police intelligence and security 

1 Orne, M.T., The Potential Uses of Hypnosis in Interrogation: An evaluation, 

ARDC Study SR 177-D Contract AF 18 (600) 1797, Dec. 1958, Bureau of 

Social Science Research, Inc. 
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investigation since 1924, there is still no complete agreement by 
psychologists on its validity. Furthermore, the results of a 
polygraph test are not always judicially acceptable. 

The Term 'polygraph' would literally mean 'many writings'. The 
name refers to the manner in which selected physiological 
activities are simultaneously recorded. Polygraph examiners may 
use conventional instruments, sometimes referred to as analog 
instruments, or computerized polygraph instruments. Again, the 
name 'polygraph test' is itself misleading. The word 'test' 
indicates an 'objective process of evaluation' based on facts; 
similar to a DNA or a blood test. Results obtained from a 
polygraph test are much less credible, since the device measures 
the body's reaction to two different types of questions. The two 
different types of questions are known as relevant and control 
questions. The examiner must compare responses from relevant 
questions to those of control questions in order to form an opinion. 

In order for a polygraph to work, the examiner must establish a 
base line for a lie. This is known as a control question. In order for 
this to occur, the polygraphist must trick the examinee into 
consciously lying to him. The polygraphist will ask a question he 
believes the examinee will lie about. The polygraphist will assume 
no one can answer this question honestly and whatever response is 
generated from asking this question will be assumed to be a lie. 
This assumption forms the basis of the polygraph examination. 

The polygraphist will then ask a question for which the reaction is 

supposed to be measured is known as the relevant question. If the 
response to the relevant question reaches the level of an assumed 
lie, the person is considered deceptive. If it reaches the vicinity of 
the assumed lie, it is inconclusive. Thus, there is scope for the 
polygraph examiner to manipulate the results. 

5. How POLYGRAPH EXAMINATIONS ARE MANIPULATED? 

The polygraph examination results can be entirely manipulated by 
the examiner. Every polygraph examiner will make a conscious 
decision to pass the examinee, fail the examinee, or conduct the 
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polygraph professionally. The polygraphist realizes the 

vulnerability of the polygraph. The polygraphist knows that by 

sensitizing the examinee prior to the administration of the 

polygraph, (s)he can manipulate the results. 

The polygraph works by being able to detect the 'fight or flight' 

response of the human body. The ability of a polygraphist to 

manipulate this is ridiculously easy. The polygraphist will do this 

by sensitizing the examinee prior to the polygraph test, when he 

first interviews and interrogates the suspect. This can be 
accomplished in a variety of yelling, and/or making disbelieving 

gestures in front of the examinee, prior to the administration of 'he 

polygraph. 

The polygraphist knows that if the entire pre-interview is not audio 
and video-recorded, (s)he will have free reign in manipulating the 

test. The polygraphist knows the only physical evidence produced 

from the examination will be the charts. The polygraphist realizes 

that by manipulating the charts via the examinee, the polygraphist 

can decide what the result of the examination will be. 

The polygraphist realizes that if the examination is called into 

question, a referee examiner who independently reviews that charts 

will come to the same conclusion, not realizing the charts were 
manufactured by the polygraphist. However, if the examination is 

recorded and the recordings and charts are immediately turned 

over to the examinee at the completion of the test, the polygraphist 

will be forced to conduct the test professionally, as (s)he will be 

subject to an independent audit. Since the pre-interview is not 
recorded, the polygraphist will innocently look at the examinee 

when the examination is questioned and say something similar to, 

"the charts don't lie for what ever reason you responded to those 

questions'. The polygraphist knows that inflicting stimulation onto 

the examinee on a relevant question will cause the examinee to 
become sensitized in that area. Technically, this is called 'jacking 

them up'. 

In some cases the polygraphist will inflict stimulation onto both 

relevant and/or control questions. To the examinee, there is no 
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difference between the control and relevant question; they believe 

each question is of equal importance. Therefore, strategically 

placed stimulation on a control question will cause crossover 

contamination of the relevant question. 

The dirty little secret behind the polygraph is that the 'test' depends 

on trickery, no science. It is not supposed to be known that while 

the polygraph operator admonishes the examinee to answer all 
questions truthfully, warning that the slightest hint of deception 

will be detected, he secretly assumes that denials in response to 

certain questions-called 'control' questions- will be less than 

truthful. An example of a commonly used control question is, 'did 

you ever lie to get out of trouble?' The polygraphist steers the 
examinee into a denial by warning, for example, that anyone who 

would do so is the same kind of person who would commit the 

kind of behaviors that is under investigation and then lie about it. 

But secretly, it is assumed that everyone has lied to get out of 

trouble. 

The polygraph pens don't do a special dance when a person lies. 

The polygraphist scores the test by comparing physiological 

responses to these probable-lie control questions with reactions to 
relevant questions such as, 'did you ever use an illegal drug?' is the 

commonly asked in pre-employment screening. If the reactions to 

the control questions are greater, the examinee passes; if they are 

greater in relevant questions, he fails. If responses to both 'control' 

and 'relevant' questions are about the same, the result is deemed 
inconclusive. The test also includes irrelevant question such as, 'are 

the lights on in this room?' The polygraphist falsely explains that 

such questions provide a 'baseline for truth' because the true 

answer is obvious. But in reality, they are not scored at all! They 

merely serve as buffers between pairs of 'relevant' and 'control' 
questions. Absolutely, there is no difference between a 

polygraphist who manipulates examinations, and a law 

enforcement officer who plants contraband on a suspect. In both 

the cases, evidence is being manufactured. The only difference is 

the law enforcement officer has committed a crime, and the 
polygraphist just made money. 
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The simplistic methodology used in polygraph testing has no 

grounding in the scientific method: it is no more scientific than 
astrology or tarot cards. Government agencies value it because 

people who don't realize it's a fraud sometimes make damaging 

admissions. But as a result of reliance on this voodoo science, the 

truthful, are often falsely branded as liars while the deceptive pass 

through. 

Perversely, the 'test' is inherently biased against the truthful, 

because the more honestly one answers the 'control' questions, and 

as a consequence feels less stress when answering them, the more 

likely one is to fail. Conversely, liars can beat the test by covertly 
augmenting their physiological reactions to the 'control' questions. 

This can be done, for example, by doing mental arithmetic, 

thinking exciting thoughts, altering one's breathing pattern, 

constricting the anal sphincter muscle, or simply biting the side of 

the tongue. Truthful persons can also use these techniques to 
protect themselves against the risk of a false positive outcome. 

Although polygraphist frequently claim they can detect such 

countermeasures, no polygraphist has ever demonstrated any 

ability to do so, and peer-reviewed research suggests that they 

can't. 

6. ANTI-POLYGRAPH ORGANIZATIONS 

There are several anti-polygraph organizations in the U.S., which 

feel that the polygraph is a highly inaccurate device to detect lie. 

With minimal effort, the polygraph results are easily manipulated 
by either the polygraphist or examinee, thus defeating the very 

purpose the polygraph is supposed to serve. 'Since the invention of 

the polygraph in 1921, intelligence officials can't cite on high-level 

spy who's been tripped up by the so-called lie detector test', CNN 

reported in June 1999. In a 1983, Leonard Saxe in his Federal 
study of polygraph accuracy stated 'it (the polygraph) doesn't work' 

and 'it is not accurate'. 'It', he observed, 'can lead to what are called 

false positives, finding people untruthful when in fact they are 

truthful and the opposite.' The anti-polygraph organizations address 

issues - the polygraph industry does not want people to know - 
concerned with the inherent inaccuracy of the 
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polygraph, the abominable behavior of some examiners and the 

fact that there is no universal minimum standards for polygraph 

examiners to maintain. 'When the door closes on the polygraph 

examination room, there are no witnesses', they say. It is just like 

the door closing on the woodshed. It is time to bring polygraph out 
of the woodshed and into the mainstream. 

There are many unpalatable remarks made by many researchers 

and eminent persons about polygraph testing. Stephen E. Fienberg, 

Chairman, Committee to Review the Scientific Evidence on the 
Polygraph, National Academy of Sciences, has commented that 

'Polygraph testing has been the gold standard, but it's obviously 

fool's gold.' 'Polygraph is more art than science, and unless an 

admission is obtained, the final determination is frequently what 

we refer to as a scientific wild-ass guess (SWAG)', says John F. 
Sullivan, a retired CIA polygraphist. Opining about polygraph, the 

well-known physicist David Dearborn of Lawrence Livermore 

National Laboratory observed, 'if you choose to implement this 

astrology surrogate, and to treat us with such-deep disrespect, do 

not confuse our contempt for arrogance.' According to John M. 
Deutch, a former CIA Director, '[The CIA's] reliance on the 

polygraph is truly insane'. 

7. BRAIN FINGERPRINTING 

The technique developed in the early 1990s by Lawrence A. 
Farewell, a former research associate in psychology in the 

Department of Psychiatry of Harvard Medical School, is claimed 

to be an alternative to polygraph test. In using the technology, a 

suspect is shown carefully selected words, phrases or images on a 

computer screen. They are things like a photo of a murder weapon 
or the model of car used in a crime. It is claimed that the person 

who committed the crime would only recognize these things. 

Sensors on a headband register the subject's EEG, or brain wave 

responses to the computer images. The EEG is fed through an 

amplifier and into a computer that uses proprietary software to 

display and interpret the brain waves. Unlike polygraph testing, it 

does not attempt to determine whether or not a subject is telling the 
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truth. Rather, it attempts to determine whether the subject's brain 

has record of relevant words, phrases, or pictures. In 1999, 
Farewell used his techniques to solve a 1984 murder in Missouri. 

Police strongly suspected a local woodcutter, James Grinder, of 

kidnapping, raping and murdering Julie Helton, a 25 year-old 

woman, but had lacked the evidence to convict him. He agreed to 

undergo brain fingerprinting to demonstrate his innocence.2 

However, in 2000, brain fingerprinting underwent its first legal 

challenge in the case of Terry Harrington, an Iowa man who had 

spent 23 years in prison for the 1978 murder of a security guard. 

Farewell' tests suggested conclusively that Harrington was innocent 

since he did not have knowledge of the crime scene. The judge in 
the case admitted the evidence but did not free the suspect, saying 

it was not clear test results would have led to a different verdict in 

the original trial. 

Farewell's technique incorporates the following procedure. A 
sequence of words or pictures is presented on a video monitor 

under computer control. Each stimulus appears for a fraction of a 

second. Three types of stimuli are presented: 'targets', 'irrelevant', 

and 'probes'. The 'targets' are made relevant and notable to all 

subjects: the subject is given a list of the target stimuli and 
instructed to press a particular button in response to 'targets' and 

another button in response to all other stimuli. Since the targets are 

notable for the subject, they elicit a MERMER (Memory and 

Encoding Related Multifaceted Electroencephalographic 

Response). Most of the non-target stimuli are irrelevant, having no 
relation to the situation under investigation. These 'irrelevants' do 

not elicit a MERMER. But within these 'irrelevants' a few 

'relevants', which are connected with the case under investigation 

Farewell flashed on a computer screen details of the crime that only the 

murderer would have known, including items taken from the victim, where the 

victim's body was located, items left at the crime scene and details of the 

wounds on the body of the victim. 'What his brain said was that he was guilty,' 

he said. 'He had critical, detailed information only the killer would have. The 

murder of Julie Helton was stored in his brain, and had been stored there 15 

years ago when he committed the murder.' Grinder pleaded guilty a week later 

in exchange for a sentence of life in prison, avoiding the death penalty. He also 

confessed to three other murders of young woman. 
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are mixed purposely. Since these non-target stimuli are relevant to 
the situation under investigation, they are referred to as 'probes'. 
For a subject with knowledge of the investigated situation 
(information present'- stored in the brain), the 'probes' are 
noteworthy due to that knowledge, and therefore, 'probes' elicit a 
brain MERMER. For a subject lacking this knowledge 
(information absent'-not stored in the brain), 'probes' are 
indistinguishable from the 'irrelevants', and thus 'probes' do not 
elicit a MERMER. When the information tested is crime-relevant 
and known only to the perpetrator and investigators, then 
'information present' implies gilt and 'information absent' implies 
innocence. 

Dr. Farewell's idea is derived from the P300 response seen on brain 

wave tests. He claims that the P300 response is a component of his 

larger MERMER techniques. A subject generates a P300 when 

memory is triggered by a familiar stimulus. Stimuli irrelevant to 
either the crime or the subject's memory generate no P300 

response, whereas a recognizable stimulus induces a strong wave 

response. Because the P300 response has been well accepted and 

documented in the scientific community, Dr. Farewell currently 

uses it for court evidence. Many scientists have studied that initial 
spike in brain activity, known as the p300, which peaks' at between 

300 and 500 milliseconds in response to a stimulus. Farewell's 

contribution was to develop something he calls the MERMER that 

measures the pattern of brain response up to 1,200 milliseconds 

after the stimulus has been administered. 

Dr. Farewell displayed the following pictographs when he visited 

India and made a presentation on 'Brain fingerprinting' developed 

by him, on March 27, 2004 at the National Seminar on 'Emerging 

Technologies in Forensic Science for Contemporary Crime 

Investigation' at Hyderabad. 
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j 

P-300 Information present: Target-Red, Irrelevant-Green, Probe-

Blue 

 

[ P-300 Information absent: Target-Red, Irrelevant-Green, Prdbe- 

\ mm 
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The author made the following observations to Farewell: 

1. The nomenclature 'Brain Fingerprints' (or brainwave 

fingerprinting) is itself a misnomer. The developer of this 

technology, who plausibly tempted by the terminology 

'DNA Fingerprinting' and was more eager to see his work 

be used in crime detection, has given this misleading 

nomenclature. 

2. Fingerprints are the infallible means of personal 

identification based on finger ridge patterns. Fingerprint 

science is based on three established basic principles. 

(i) A fingerprint is an individual characteristic, which 

differs from finger to finger of even the same 

individual, and no two fingers have yet been 

found to possess identical ridge characteristics. 
(ii) The fingerprint remains unchanged during an 

individual's lifetime. 

(iii) Fingerprints have general ridge patterns that permit 

them to be systematically classified. 

None of these criteria can ever be established in the case of 

brainwaves. Fingerprints are used not only for human 

identification but also to identify criminals if they leave 
their fingerprints at the scenes of crime. 

3. This technique cannot also be called as 'Brain Mapping' as 

'brain mapping' denotes the task of identifying the 

functions of different regions of the brain. Over about the 
last hundred year^, scientists and physicians have gathered 

large amounts of information and maps of the brain regions 

generally involved in specific functions. 

4. What Farewell claims about the 'brain fingerprinting' 

technology developed by him is that it is possible to 

identify the perpetrator of a crime accurately by measuring 

brain-wave responses to crime-relevant words, pictures, or 
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sounds presented on a computer screen. But all other 

persons who have knowledge about the crime could also 

produce similar brain-wave responses. 

5. Brain fingerprinting does not match evidence from a crime 

scene with evidence stored in the brain of the perpetrator. 

6. It is totally wrong to compare brain fingerprinting to 

conventional fingerprinting in the sense fingerprints at the 
crimes scene match with the lingers of the perpetrator. Nor 

it can be compared with DNA fingerprinting which 

matches biological samples from the crime scene with the 

DNA in the body of the perpetrator. 

7. There is neither matching of any physical evidence nor 

comparison of any pattern in brain wave technique. Not 

even details of any evidence at the crime scene can be 

elicited. All that this technique shows is that the person has 

certain memory encoded in his brain. But there is no way to 
determine if the memory is correct or from where it came. 

Farewell replied that even the fingerprint experts in his country 

strongly objected to his using the terminology 'fingerprinting' to 

the technique he has developed. He has very graciously agreed that 
the other queries I have raised are indeed the limitations to his 

technique and further research has to be carried out to overcome 

these limitations. He also added that investigators utilize skills they 

have gained throughout years of training to determine the stimuli 

and questions to be presented to the suspect. The stimuli selection 
process can be exhausting. 'We examine all available sources to 

make sure that the person doesn't know the details we are looking 

at', Farewell explained. In addition to this, the suspect is also 

interviewed before going through the process in order to ensure 

that there is no previous knowledge of the details being used. 

But in my opinion there is no way to determine if the memory is 

correct. Memory is a constructive and reconstructive process. What 

is remembered about an event is shaped by what was observed of 

that event, by conditions prevailing during attempts to remember, 
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and by events occurring between the observation and the attempte 

remembering. Memories can be altered, deleted, and created b 
events that occur during and after the time of encoding, and durin 

the period of storage, and during any attempts at retrieval. 

Also there is no way to find from where the memory came. In a 

much as it cannot be ascertained wherefrom the memory cam( 
whether it came while committing the crime or while witnessing 

or while reading about it from a newspaper or while watching it i 

the TV. No credibility can be attached to the memory. Suppose 

person 'A' is accused of killing 'B' in a restaurant, which 'A 

doesn't visit quite often, the test would try to show that 'A' had th 
memory of the restaurant. Perhaps, 'A' was taken to the restaurai 

while he was under investigation, the test could come up positiv< 

because 'A' was in the restaurant. 'A' might have memories aboi 

the murder from reading about it in the newspaper or seeing it o 

TV or learning it from the questions of the police. Why only 'A' 
All the witnesses to the crime would likely have the sam 

recognition to crime relevant words or pictures as the perpetrator. 

The brain wave is based on the P300 complex, a series of wel 

known brainwave components that can be measured. Scientisi 
first discovered the P300 in 1965 and found that when the brai 

thinks yes to a 'yes' or 'no' choice, it responds with a large numb* 

of neurons firing' all at once - sort of like thunderous applause.. 

pair of hands clapping might not be so noticeable, but an entii 

audience clapping gets heard. In the brain, the tremendoi 
response of neurons signals an overwhelming 'yes' while little 1 

no response is a 'no'. With small variations of detail, the P30 

evoked potentials to elicit, auditory and visual, 'oddball' stimul 

For example, a normal subject listening to the auditory tone seri< 

beep, beep, beep, beep, boop will exhibit a P300 signature on tr 
oddball boop item. 

The electric response evoked in the central nervous system t 

stimulation of sensory receptors or some point on the sensoi 
pathway leading from the receptor to the cortex. The evoke 

stimulus can be auditory (evoked potentials, auditory 

somatosensory   (evoked   potentials,   somatosensory),   or  visu 
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(evoked potentials, visual), although other modalities have been 

reported. Event-related potentials are sometimes used 

synonymously with evoked potentials but are often associated with 

the execution of a motor, cognitive, or psycho-physiological task, 

as well as with the response to a stimulus. 

P300 is a late-appearing component of the event-related potential. 

P stands for positive voltage potential and 300 represents 300 

millisecond post stimulus. Its amplitude increases with 

unpredictable, unlikely, or highly significant stimuli and thereby 
constitutes an index of mental activity. 

This P300, 'brainwave' is electroencephalographically recorded at 

the scalp. The scalp electric current is recorded as a transient 

positive ('P') charge that is produced approximately 300 
milliseconds after stimulus onset. The horizontal scales represent 

time in milliseconds (ms.). The vertical scales represent wave 

amplitude measured in micro volts (mV) of electrical potential. 

The positive charge results from positive ions being discharged 

from the pyramidal cells of cerebral cortex as local pyramidal cells 
hyperpolarize as they deactivate following their initial response to 

the oddball stimulus.3 

According to the theory behind P300 testing, there are different 

brain wave responses to pleasant and unpleasant stimuli. 'You can 

elicit different types of P300 with those different types of stimuli', 

said Dr. John Polich, attached to the Cognitive Electro physiology 

Laboratory in the Department of Neuropharmacology at the 

Scripps Research Institute in La Jolla, California. In general, 
"negative stimuli tend to produce a stronger reaction.' The strength 

of the reactions distinguishes the positive and negative responses. 

For example, a positive stimulus such as a picture of people 

vacationing creates a weaker brain wave response than a picture 

of someone being stabbed to death. This would again mean that all 
subjects, in general would react strongly to all negative stimuli as 

compared to positive ones. 

A single P300 event cannot be reliably detected so the results of many 
stimulus-brainwave recordings are averaged to filter out noise and expose the 
signal. 
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It is because of this reason many in the scientific community 

remain skeptical about this method. Dr. Emanuel Donchin, 
attached with the Department of Psychology at the university of 

South Florida argues that the science behind the method is not the 

problem. Instead, the specific questions posed to the subject are 

problematic. He argues that 'the success of the technique depends 

on the construction of the stimuli and there is no analytic, 
systematic way of constructing the question. It depends on the 

subjectivity of the person. It is an art, not a science/ 

It is important to note that found that CIA, FBI, Department of 

Defrnse and Secret Service officials, according to A General 
Accounting Officer Report (2001, do not foresee the use of brain 

fingerprinting as it needs expertise. The CIA opined that to 

administer brain fingerprinting an investigator would have to know 

enough details of a particular event to test an individual for 

knowledge of that event.4 

Independent scientists contacted by the GAO investigators also 

raised various objections to brain fingerprinting and said it needed 

more work into issues such as how memory was affected by drugs 

and alcohol, mental illness and extreme anxiety during crime 
situations. Still, William Iacono, a Professor of Psychology and 

Neuroscience at the University of Minnesota, said he was 

confident that brain fingerprinting would eventually establish itself 

for many applications, including the investigation of carefully 

planned premeditated crimes. 

Further, just like lie detector tests, the technique requires the 

cooperation of the subject. A suspect could simply refuse to 

cooperate by closing his eyes and refusing to watch the prompts 

flashed on the screen before him. If and when the technique is 
widely accepted, a judge may have to decide whether to admit test 

results as evidence. 

4 However, Farewell countered by citing a 1993 test he conducted for the FBI in 

which he identified 11 FBI agents from a group of 15 people. "If we can detect 

someone trained by the FBI, we should be able to detect someone trained by Al-

Queda" he said. 
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Faced with the above problems, Farewell himself it struggling for 

more than ten years to stabilize and standardize this technique, 

which is yet to gain acceptability in forensic community. Except 

Farewell's own laboratory, no other forensic science laboratory 

either in the USA or other countries of the world is using this 
technique. 

When such is the real position of brain fingerprinting, one or two 

forensic science laboratories in India have taken interest in this 

technique and permitted their psychologists to apply this technique 
in actual cases. The initial reports appeared in local dailies [not in 

peer-reviewed scientific journals] have indicated that they are 

simply following Farewell's technique only. But the psychologist 

attached to one of the forensic science laboratories, who 

participated in the above mentioned Hyderabad National Seminar, 
claimed, in their presentation, that the method developed in India is 

different from that of Farewell's. While the pictograph shown 

during the presentation represented a strip of normal 

electroencephalogram of a subject which was different from the 

pictographs shown by Farwell, the basics of the technique 
remained to be the same as that of Farwell. Therefore, all my 

comments on Farewell's Technique mentioned here before are 

equally applicable to the so-called indigenous technique. 

Besides, I am yet to find any publication about original research, if 
any carried out in this direction by our brainwave experts in peer-

review scientific journals. If they are simply copying Farewell's 

patented technique without paying royalty to him they will get into 

problems. First, they must come out with their own technique; if 

any. which is different from that of Farewell, and satisfy the 
falsifiability criterion', before applying the technique in actual 

cases. But their claim that they have brought out the hidden secrets., 

of the brain of the accused is absurd. Whether it is Farewell's 

technique or our indigenous technique it cannot and does not bring 

out any hidden secret. All that this technique can at the most brings 
out is that the person has certain memory encoded in his brain. 

It is totally unethical for the psychologists to get into the role of the 

interrogators and subject the accused to questioning and that too 
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for days together. It would become a dangerous precedent if they 

would further be permitted to give a report based on their 
questioning while even the 'yes" or 'no' involvement-report based 

on the brain responses itself is looked upon as unscientific. The 

P300 brainwave response is just a waveform with a single spike, 

which is very similar in the suspect as well as the other witnesses. 

Unless scientists find out a distinct characteristic in the brainwave 
response of the perpetrator, which is totally different from the 

response of other witnesses, even the information derived from 

brainwave response will have no meaning. 'Brain fingerprinting', 

as it is today, is little supported by forensic evidence or experience 

and is no better than its cousin 'lie-detector'. 

8. CONCLUSION 

The police are a disciplined force trained to uphold the law and to 

enable democratic institutions to function lawfully. Police powers 

are confined by the provisions of the Constitutions, the Police Act, 
the Criminal Procedure Code, the Evidence Act and many other 

local and special laws which impose restrictions on the scope and 

method of exercise of that power. Forensic scientists should inspire 

the police with their scientific methods not to violate the norms. 

They will be accused of conspiring with them if they are a party in 
using the above psychological coercive methods. 

Courts have powers to extract accountability from the police in 

case of violations of human rights in exercising their functions. 
Courts should therefore be posted with a detailed knowledge about 

these techniques. The recent decision of the Bombay High Court in 

a case that employing certain physical tests involving minimum 

bodily harm such as narco-analysis, lie detector tests and brain 

fingerprinting, did not violate the rights of the accused persons 
guaranteed by article 20 (3) of the Constitution of India has come 

probably due to the fact that they have not been posted with full 

information about these techniques. Certainly this will lead to a 

systematic violation of human rights through the use of coercive 

pseudo-scientific practices under the label of proven and 
recognized forensic scientific techniques. 
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All the more, it is necessary that the media, the Lok Ayuktas, the 

Human Rights Commissions, the superiors within the police 

organizations, should take a serious view about the use of these 

techniques in the guise of interrogation and guide the Home 

Ministries to evolve a common code in this regard. 

In the case of Daubert v. Merrell-Dow Pharmaceutical, the 

Supreme Court of America unanimously decided on June 28, 1993, 

that 'falsifiability criterion' should be the arbiter of what kind of 

scientific evidence will be admissible. According to this criterion 
Freudian psychoanalyst concept is clearly unscientific. Many 

psychologist themselves have little or no understanding of 

•falsifiability criterion' and this may be even truer of psychiatrist 

and social workers. 

The test of 'falsifiability' would also mean that the expert witness 

of psychologists using hypnosis, theories of repression, recovered 

memories, deviant behavior, dissociation and'multiple personality 

disorder, as well as others, is no longer acceptable. And such 
expert witness can be questioned on the grounds of lack of 

reliability and testability. 

Finally, courts in India, in my submission, are playing hob with the 

truth that makes a forensic scientist a mountebank. The situation 
once prevalent in developed countries is showing its ugly teeth 

now in this country. The excesses and exaggerations the forensic 

scientists make in their statements of opinions would certainly lead 

to miscarriage of justice. The courts should also know that the 

existence of mountebanks among forensic scientists. Tragic though 
it is, is not a sign that forensic sciences or those who practice 

forensic sciences are in peril of being overrun by charlatans. 

Quackery is not ubiquitous in forensic sciences. Nevertheless, the 

problem of charlatanism should not be minimized to the point that 

it is treated as ephemeral and of little consequence. Mountebanks 
are a challenge to the professional standing of the multitude of 

forensic scientists who are good and true. The problem is acute and 

deserves immediate attention. 


